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QA/Testing Engineer (m/f/x)
Permanent employee · Full-time · Headquarter Munich

ABOUT US
Carly's technology is changing the automotive world. With our products we offer car owners the
world’s best solutions to gain more control and transparency over their cars. Join our passionate team
in Munich to make cars around the globe more connected!
What is Carly?
Carly is a cartech company that connects car fans with the information hidden inside their cars. We
provide simple solutions throughout the lifecycle of car ownership, focusing on car health and
maintenance, car purchase and customization, while delivering peace of mind and empowering you
to save time and money.
What is Carly's purpose?
To be the reliable solution for car fans globally, delivering control with powerful data and valuable
insights.
What is Carly's vision?
We want to be the daily companion for all car fans worldwide for whom their car is more than just a
mode of transportation. We combine deep car technology with consumer- and design-focused
solutions to create the first international digital automotive brand, without even selling a single car.
Long-term we are going to give back control, democratize car ownership and bring transparency to
an industry that has forgotten the consumer.
Be part of our driven team and conquer the automotive world with us!

www.mycarly.com
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Your mission is to test, control and
monitor every phase of the mobile app
development process to ensure that the
design and software adhere to company
standards and customer needs.

RESPONSIBILITIES
•

Enhance our application development by

REQUIREMENTS
5+ years of experience with a variety of

•

different testing techniques such as UI Testing,

introducing a lean testing plan that catches

Automated Testing, Test Driven Development

errors before shipping the product;
•

Spearhead a CI/CD pipeline that includes beta
and production rollouts for our main

Strategies and other;
Proficient in Test Design and Execution (Unit-,

•

Integration-, Regression-, Black/White-Box- and

application;
•

Drive the test automation initiatives with
developers by taking a collaborative approach,

Smoke-Testing);
Experience with building and maintaining CI/CD

•

pipelines for mobile applications (iOS or

sharing your knowledge and expertise, building
awareness and common understanding of
quality;
•

Ensure high quality app releases by defining,
setting up and following through with pre-

Android);

Experience with scripting languages (Python or

•

Ruby);
Ability to work in an agile environment and

•

willingness to help your teammates, share your

release test procedures;

knowledge with them, and learn from them;
Experience in writing clear, concise, and

•

comprehensive test plans and test cases;

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU
✓

High impact and responsibility in a highly

✓

possibilities for personal growth and

successful and fast-growing company on an
international scale;
✓

A highly talented, dynamic, extremely
motivated team;

✓

Strong management team with proven track
records in successful startups to learn from;

A high learning curve with all the
professional development;

✓

No walls, no limits, no bureaucracy just
unlimited potential;

✓

A competitive compensation;

✓

The nicest and most international team in
Munich;

Sounds intriguing to you? Find out if you are the right person to take on this challenge!
Contact us at job@mycarly.com

www.mycarly.com

